INSTRUCTIONS

OVRHR — Surge Protective Device (SPD)
Flush plate installation
Plaque pour montage encastré
Placa de montaje empotrado

1. De-energize the system.
2. Select the location where the SPD and flush-mount kit will be mounted. (Mount the SPD as close as possible to the panel or equipment to ensure the leads are as short as possible).
3. Place the flush-mount kit plate where it will be mounted and trace the center SPD cutout on the flush plate.
4. Cut the general shape into the mounting surface. (Cut hole large enough to accommodate installation but ensure flush plate provides full coverage and can be secured to mounting surface.)
5. Attach the flush-mount plate to the SPD using flush plate locking tabs.
6. Insert the SPD into the wall and install per installation instructions included with SPD. Take care not to drop SPD into wall.
7. Secure the flush plate to the mounting surface using appropriate ¼" drywall screws (not included).
8. Re-energize the system.

WARNING

Installation by persons with electrotechnical expertise only.

AVERTISSEMENT!

Installation uniquement par des personnels qualifiés électrotechnique.

¡ADVERTENCIA!

La instalación deberá ser realizada únicamente por electricistas especializados.

Note: All dimensions shown in inches (mm).